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Entertainment 
1. Despite rumors to the contrary, this group is still intact. The harmonious high-
fashion quartet that dominated the radio and TV airwaves in the early '90s recently 
returned after a nearly four-year absence with the track "Don't Let Go (Love)" from 
the just released soundtrack of Set It Off. FTP, identify the group, whose reappearance 
quashed long standing rumors that they'd split after a guest appearance on Salt-N-Pepa's 
1994 hit, "Whatta Man". 

Answer: ENVOOUE 

Literature 
2. Although he dropped out of high school before graduating, he forged a transcript 
and was admitted to Tufts College. Although he was asked to leave for not attending his 
classes, he used a transcript of a namesake to get accepted at Brown. FTP, name the 
Jewish-American writer of "The Dream Life of Balso Snell," "A Cool Million," and "The 
Day of the Locust," who died in a car accident the same day that F. Scott Fitzgerald died of 
a heart attack. 

Answer: Nathaniel WEST (born WEINSTEIN) 

Science 
3. This American's theory of paradigms, as sets of related concepts which compete 
for acceptance in times of rapid scientific change or revolution, has been influential in 
many fields of inquiry and challenged the idea of cumulative, unidirectional scientific 
progress. FTP, identify the author of The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, described 
by many as the most influential book in the modern philosophy of science. 

Answer: Thomas KUHN 

BusinessfT echnology 
4. Its assets of over $50 billion make it twice as large as its nearest competitor 
and bigger than the economies of many nations. It served as the launching pad for Peter 
Lynch and, until recently, was managed by Jeffrey Vinik. FTP, name this mutual fund by 
Fidelty. 

Answer: MAGEUAN 

History 
5. This Act of Congress passed in May 1943 declared illegal any strike in a 
government operated mine or plant, and a 30 day cooling off period before a strike in any 
mine or plant. Because of organized labor's protests and the general hasty drafting and 
undemocratic features of the law, it was vetoed by President Roosevelt but enacted over 
his veto. FTP, identify this legislation designed to reduce the number of strikes during 
World War II. 

Answer: SMITH-CONNALLY ACT or WAR LABOR DISPUTES ACT 

Sports 
6. An All-American football player at the Carlisle Institute, he also starred in 
baseball and track and field. More than 70 years after he won the pentathlon and 
decathlon at Stockholm in 1912, his Olympic gold medals were returned to him 
posthumously by the International Olympic Committee. FTP, identify this Oklahoma Sac 
and Fox Indian who was one of the greatest all-around athletes produced in America. 
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Answer: Jim THORPE 

Current Events 
7. "History will repeat itself unless the court acts to prevent it." So noted this 
judge in a written order which put a gag order on the attorneys, forbade cameras in the 
courtroom, and forced sketch artists to do their drawing after the proceedings in court 
are complete. FTP, identify this Los Angeles Superior Court Judge presiding over the 
civil trial of O.J. Simpson. 

Answer: Hiroshi FUJISAKI 

Literature 
8. For a village of about 300 people it takes less than two hours, so it makes sense 
that it begins at 10:00am in order to allow people to return to their homes for lunch. It 
is held yearly on June 27th, but there had been some talk that it had been eliminated in 
villages to the north. Its most venerated entrant, Old Man Warner, survived the ritual a 
total of 77 times. Moderated by the civic leader, Mr. Summers, its latest victim is 
Tessie Hutchinson. FTP, name the ritual and you will have named the short story first 
published in the New Yorker in 1947, written by Shirley Jackson. 

Answer: THE LOTTERY 

Social Science 
9. L is education, R is medicine, N is fine arts, S is agriculture, E and F are U.S. 
history, and U is military science. FTP these are some of the groupings used in what 
classification system? 

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS book classification system 

Geography 
10. Among its larger cities are Szczecin (SHCHE-cheen), Poznan, Wroclaw (VROTS
waf), and Lodz. An agreement between Truman, Stalin, and Atlee in 1945 established the 
Oder and Neisse Rivers as its western border. FTP, identify this nation, whose better 
known cities are Gdansk, Krakow, and Auschwitz. 

Answer: PCX..AND 

Fine Arts 
11 . He was born in Baku, Azerbaijan in 1927 and enrolled at the Moscow 
Conservatory in 1943 where he studied under Dmitri Shostakovich. The teacher-pupil 
relationship soon developed into one of close personal friendship, in token of which 
Shostakovich dedicated several of his works to him, such as his First Cello Concerto. 
FTP, identify this cellist and conductor who immigrated to the U.S. in 1975 and served 
as music director of National Symphony Orchestra until 1994. 

Answer: Mstislav ROSTROPOVICH (ros-tro-POH-vich) 

HALFTIME 

History 
1 2. A member of the Continental Congress and signer of the Declaration of 
Independence, he was also Surgeon-General of the Continental Army. Later, he undertook 
the first successful treatment of yellow fever in the epidemic of 1793 and also founded 
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the first American Antislavery Society. FTP, identify this Pennsylvanian who was the 
foremost medical expert in the U.S. during the early years of the republic. 

Answer: Benjamin RUSH 

Sports 
1 3. For an amateur, the odds of it happening are 13,500 to 1. For a pro, the odds are 
3,500 to 1. Norman Manley claims to have accomplished it the most times, with 59. 
Bob Hope has 6. FTP, name this rare golfing event. 

ACE or HOLE-IN-ONE 

Social Science 
14. A major influence on contemporary anthropology, his four-volume study 
Mythologiques studied the systematic ordering behind codes of expression in different 
cultures. He is a leading exponent of the method of structuralism as applied to myth, 
ritual, oral narrative, kinship systems, and modes of symbolic representation. FTP, 
identify this 20th Century Belgian. 

anthropologist. 

Answer: Claude LEVI-STRAUSS 

Entertainment 
15. Walter Brennan wins best supporting actor for The Westerner; Jimmy Stewart 
wins best actor for The Philadelphia Story; Ginger Rogers wins best actress for Kitty 
Foyle. FTP, identify the year that these awards share, along with John Ford's award for 
best director for The Grapes of Wrath. 

Answer: 1940 

Literature 
1 6. Born in Paris, Kansas, he earned a reputation for football heroics at 
Terwillinger college, where he was nicknamed "Hell-Cat." After a religious vision, he 
studied at the Mizpah Theological Seminary for two years and assigned his first 
ministry. Much later, he served as pastor of the Wellspring Church in Zenith, and 
awarded an honorary doctorate. FTP, name this title Sinclair Lewis character. 

Answer: ELMER GANTRY 

History 
17. His byname comes from his ability to keep secret Henry II's scheme to massacre 
all the Protestants of France and the Netherlands, confided to him while he was a French 
hostage in 1559. In 1568, he took up arms against the Spanish crown, and became 
stadholder of the Northern provinces, which were united in the Union of Utrecht in 
1579. FTP, identify the first of the hereditary stadholders of the United Provinces of 
the Netherlands. 

Answer: 
Prompt on: 

Science 

WILLIAM THE SILENT 
William of Orange 

1 8. Researchers at the University of Chicago reportedly found a protein that 
replicates by flipping normal proteins, much like a hypothesized prion [rhymes with 
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neon] that is suspected of causing this disease that leaves the victim's brain riddled with 
holes. FTP, name this disease whose symptoms include loss of coordination and dementia. 

MAD-COW DISEASE or JAKOB-CREUTFELD DISEASE. 

Fine Arts 
1 9. They painted everyday subjects in an attempt to bring art back into direct contact 
with ordinary life, especially street life in New York City. Among its members were 
John Sloan and George Bellows. FTP, identify the derisive name given to a group of 
American realist painters and illustrators, also called The Eight. 

Answer: ASHCAN School Promp on: The Eight 

Current Events 
20. His new autobiography offers a shrewd account of his work for Ronald Reagan, 
George Bush, and a handful of other politicians that he feels less favorably about. Among 
these are Christine Todd Whitman, whom he said had paid off black ministers to keep 
New Jersey Democrats at home, and the campaign he called "the campaign from hell". 
FTP, identify the author of Bare Knuckles and Back Rooms who co-managed Ross Perot's 
campaign for six weeks in 1992. 

Answer: Ed ROLLINS 

Religion/Mythology 
21. Originally known as Wynfrith, this saint's feast day is June 5. The Benedictine 
missionary was born in Wessex, England, in circa 680, became a monk in Exeter, and in 
718 was commissioned to preach the gospel to all the tribes of Germany. FTP, identify 
the saint known as the Apostle of Germany. 

Answer: StBONIFACE 

Literature 
22. The protagonist of this drama agrees at her father's insistance to delay her 
marriage to her beloved Gordon until after he comes back from World War I. Gordon's 
plane crashes near the Sudan, and she falls into a life of promiscuity with a number of 
soldiers. The woman, Nina Leeds, marries the wholesome Sam Evans, but bears the child 
of Dr. Edmund Darrell. In the end, Nina finds heaven by marrying the passionless 
novelist, Charles Marsden. FTP, name this 9-act, Pulitzer-Prize winning drama by 
Eugene O'Neill. 

Answer: STRANGE INTERLUDE 

2. This resort town in southeastern Switzerland is still well known as a 
winter sports resort, as well as for its Cresta Run bobsled course. FTP, 
identify the site of the 1928 and 1948 Winter Olympics. 

Answer: _St. Moritz_ 

3. After being recalled from Sicily to stand trial for sacrilege, he fled 
Athens for Sparta where he contributed to Athens' defeat in Sicily. Later he 
returned to Athens to direct operations in the eastern Aegean. After being 
blamed for Athens defeat off Notium in 406 B.C. he went into voluntary exile 
until he was assassinated in 404 B.C. FTP, identify this nephew of Pericles 
and disciple of Socrates who was one of the ablest politicians and generals 
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produced by Athens in the late 5th Century B.C. 

Answer: _Alcibiades_ 

6. While his owner may not be faring so well in the polls, he seems to be 
doing decidedly better. By a margin of 51.5% to 48.%% this Schnauzer is 
running slightly ahead of Socks in a decidedly unscientific Internet election. 
FTP, identify the name of Bob Dole's dog. 

Answer: _Leader_ 

7. She died at Sevenels, her estate, of complications following surgery for a 
hernia she got 9 years earlier from lifting a buggy back onto a road. That 
hernia may have been aggravated by the same lifelong glandular condition which 
put 250 pounds on her five foot zero frame. Somewhat ahead of her time, she 
smoked cigars publicly and had a lesbian relationship with her secretary, Ada 
Russell. FTP, name this leading Imagist poet and author of "A Dome of 
Many-Coloured Glass." . 

Answer: Amy _LowelL 

12. The son shared the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1974, cited for his 
contributions to the "discovery of the connection between collective motion and 
particle motion in the atomic nucleus and the development of the structure of 
the atomic nucleus based on this connection." The father won the Nobel Prize in 
Physics in 1922 for "the investigation of the structure of atoms, and of the 
radiation eminating from them." FTP, give the shared last name of this 
father-son pair of Danish physicists. 

Answer: Niels (Henrik David) and Aage Niels _BohC 

14. It lies near the source of the Mamore river, which ultimately flows into 
the Madeira which ultimately flows to the Amazon. It is the third largest 
city of its landlocked nation lying about halfway between the twin capitals of 
La Paz and Sucre. FTP, identify this Bolivian city that was the subject of a 
recent Mastercard commercial. 

Answer: _Cochabamba_ (koch-a-BAM-ba) 

15. Recently this office was in the news for urging banks to cut back on 
pre-approved credit cards. It was created by the National Banking Act of 1863, 
and is a department of the u.S. Treasury. FTP, identify this office that 
charters and examines the books of federally chartered commercial banks and 
imposes restrictions on assets they can hold. 

Answer: Office of the _Comptroller_ of the Currency 

17. In his philosophy, all sciences are regarded as having passed through a 
theological and then a metaphysical stage into a positive or experiential 
stage. His appallingly miserable life, of which misery he was the chief 
author, came to an end as he strove to found his own non-theistic religion, 
complete with a catalogue of secular saints and observances. FTP identify this 
French philosopher and sociologist who founded positivism. 
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Answer: Auguste _Comte_ 

18. This term from Physics and Chemistry can refer to the Electromagnet 
Radiation produced, or the process which produces it. The creation of solar 
X-rays in the chromosphere has been attributed to the process. Its name refers 
to the electromagnetic radiation produced by the acceleration of charged 
particles in the presence of the strong Coulomb field of the atomic nucleus. 
FTP, give me the 14-letter word which is German for "braking radiation." 

Answer: _Bremsstrahlung_ 

22. It was given its English name to originally a single member of this species 
growing near Gombroon on the Persian Gulf, and was named for the Hindu traders 
who adorned that tree. 2000 years ago, the emperor Asoka planted hundreds of 
the trees along the Ganges Delta. FTP, name this Indian fig tree with an aerial 
root system which can resemble a small forest. 

Answer: _banyan_-tree 

25. Carrying a letter of recommendation from the great scholar Erasmus, this 
German artist left for England hoping to escape the strife of the Reformation. 
In England he became the king's court painter, and the king remarked once 
that he could make seven lords from seven peasants. FTP, identify the court 
painter for Henry VIII. 

Answer: Hans _Holbein_ 

29. As ruler of Egypt, he encouraged the development of the much coveted 
long-staple variety of cotton that was to make Egypt rich. By the end of his 
lifetime he had ensured that his successors were hereditary rulers in Egypt 
who were able to gradually free themselves from Ottoman control. FTP, identify 
this man who was actually of Albanian descent but founded modern Egypt in the 
early 19th Century. 

Answer: Mohammed _Ali_ 

30. John Walsh, host of _America's Most Wanted_, called him "a poster boy for 
the death penalty." When he was convicted his response was to flip off the 
jury; when he was sentenced he accused the victim's father of sexually 
molesting the victim. FTP, identify the killer of Polly Klaas. 

Answer: Richard Alan _Davis_ 
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1. 30 POINT BONUS Science 
I will name three lists of scientific objects or phenomena. You name the greek 

letter used to symbolize them, FTP each. 

A) In uppercase, it designates a characteristic temperature. In lowercase, it 
designates a polar coordinate or sidereal time. 

Answer: lHETA 

B) In uppercase, it designates potential energy or magnetic flux. In 
lowercase, it designates luminous flux, fluidity, electric potential, or a polar coordinate. 

Answer: PHI 
C) In lowercase, it designates a neutrino, frequency, or kinematic viscosity. 

Answer: NU 

2. 20 POINT BONUS History 
John Marshall wasn't the first Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, though it 

might seem like it. Answer these questions about his predecessors for 10 points apiece. 

A. This Chief Justice was a contributor to the Federalist Papers, and 
resigned the office in 1795 to become governor of New York. 

Answer: John JAY 

B. This South Carolinian was nominated to replace Jay, and presided over a 
term of the Court as a recess appointment, but his nomination was defeated by the Senate 
because of his objections to Jay's Treaty. 

Answer: John RUTLEDGE 

3. 25 POINT BONUS Fine Arts 

Given a work, identify the artist for five points apiece. You will receive a 10 
point bonus if you answer all three parts correctly. 

A. The Red Room 
B. The Spirit of the Dead Watching 
C. Black Iris 

4. 30 POINT BONUS Sports 

Answer: Henri MATISSE 
Answer: Paul GAUGUIN 
Answer: Georgia O'KEEFE 

Recently USA Today announced the Minor League Players of the Year for each of 
the Major League Baseball organizations. Given the name of a top prospect who won the 
award for his major league team, identify the team he plays for FTP each. 

A. Todd Walker 
B. Andruw Jones 
C. Scott Rolen 

5. 30 POINT BONUS Literature 

Answer: 
Answer: 
Answer: 

Minnesota TWINS 
Atlanta BRAVES 
Philadelphia PHILLIES 

It is not always easy being the immortal bard, imagine coming up with names for 
all those characters. I will name two Shakespeare plays and two character descriptions, 
you give me the shared character name common to both plays, For example if I were to 
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say, "In _Julius Caesar_, the wife of Brutus, and in _The Merchant of Venice_, a rich 
heiress," you would name Portia. Ready? For ten points each: 

A In Romeo and Juliet, a nobleman betrothed to Juliet, and in Troilus and 
Cressida, the kidnapper who instigates the Trojan War. 

Answer: PARIS 

B. In A Midsummer Night's Dream, the Athenian maid who loved Demetrius, 
and in Ali's Well That End's Well, the gentlewoman who cures the mortally ill king only 
to be scorned by her beloved Bertram. 

Answer: HELENA 

C. In The Merchant of Venice, the servant to Portia, and in The Tempest, a 
drunken butler. 

Answer: STEPHANO 

6. 20 POINT BONUS Current Events 
Boris Yeltsin's declining health is leaving widespread speculation over who will 

succeed him. Identify these candidates from the clues FTP each. 

A This man is the current Prime Minister of Russia and has been tapped to 
take the reins of power temporarily if and when Yeltsin undergoes surgery. 

Answer: Viktor CHERNOMYRDIN 

B. This man, the mayor of Moscow, has the support of leading banking and 
media circles, and has won public popularity as a no-nonsense administrator who has 
restored law and order, cleanliness, and efficient public services to Russia's capital. 

Answer: Yuri LUZHKOV 

7. 30 POINT BONUS Entertainment 
Identify the actor from the clues provided, 30-20-10. 
30: This 6'4" former boxer has made his presence felt in American 

entertainment for a decade. He played the deaf-mute Vietnam vet in "Suspect" as a 
passionate soul trapped in a damaged body, then brought a similar quality to the older, 
crippled Ethan Frome in the PBS adaptation of Edith Wharton's novel. 

20: He won the role for his most notorious work after Steven Spielberg saw 
him in the 1993 Broadway revival of Eugene O'Neill's "Anna Christie"opposite Natasha 
Richardson, who is now his wife. 

10: His moving portrayal of Oskar Schindler, the flamboyant yet complex 
hero of "Schindler's List" earned him an Oscar nomination. 

Answer: Liam NEESON 

8. 30 POINT BONUS Science 
The largest of the cranial nerves is the trigeminal nerve, which conducts sensory 

information for most of the face. FTP each, name the three main branches of the 
trigeminal nerve. 

Answer: OPHTHALMIC nerve, MAXILLARY nerve, MANDIBULAR nerve 
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9. 20 POINT BONUS Geography 
Given a world capital, identify the nation it is capital of, for five points each. 

Sorry, but Paris, London, or Rome won't be among the clues. 

A 
B. 
C. 
D. 

Tashkent 
Abu Dhabi 
Windhoek 
Paramaribo 

10. 30 POINT BONUS Literature 

Answer: UZBEKISTAN 
Answer: UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 
Answer: NAMIBIA 
Answer: SURINAME 

Name the poet after one clue for 30 points, after 2 clues for 20 points, and after 
3 clues for 10 points: 

30: He was deported from Czechoslovakia in 1965 when students in Prague 
proclaimed him "The King of May." 

20: He refers to his lover, the poet Peter Orlovsky, in his autobiographical 
poem Kaddish. 

1 0: He was acquitted of pornography charges stemming from the publication 
of his poem "Howl." 

Answer: Allen GINSBERG 

11 . 20 POINT BONUS BusinessfT echnology 
Given the abbreviation used for a company on the ticker of the New York Stock 

Exchange, identify the company that the abbreviation stands for, for five points each. 

A 
B. 
C. 
D. 

AXP 
S 
WX 
~ 

1 2. 20 POINT BONUS Religion/Mythology 
Identify these medieval popes FTP each. 

Answer: AMERICAN EXPRESS 
Answer: SEARS 
Answer: WESTINGHOUSE 
Answer: PHILIP MORRIS 

A As pope from 590-604 he oversaw the conversion of Anglo-Saxon 
England. He was a great administrator, reforming all public services and rituals, and 
systemizing the sacred chants. 

Answer: St GREGORY I or GREGORY THE GREAT 

B. As pope from 1198-1216, he excommunicated King John of England for 
refusing to recognize Stephen Langton as Archbishop of Canterbury. He also initiated the 
Fourth Crusade and presidd over the Fourth Lateran Council. 

Answer: Pope INNOCENT III 

13. 20 POINT BONUS Social Science 
Identify the philosophers from the given information FTP each. 

A This Dutch Jewish philosopher, born in Amsterdam in 1632, gained 
notoriety with the work Tractatus Theologico-Politicus in 1670. He is regarded as one 
of the great Rationalist thinkers of the 17th Century. 
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Answer: Baruch SPINOZA 

B. This German philosopher, born in 1889, is most noted for Being and 
Time. He was a key influence for Sartre's existentialism. 

Answer: Martin HEIDEGGER 

14. 25 POINT BONUS Fine Arts 
Identify the composer from works, 25-15-10. 
25: The Lovely Melusine 
1 5: Scottish Symphony 
1 0: Italian Symphony 

Answer: Felix MENDELSSOHN 

15. 25 POINT BONUS Science 
Use your knowledge of chemistry to answer the following questions about 

alkaline earth metals. You will receive 10 points for each correct answer and a five 
point bonus for answering both questions correctly. 

A This element is the most abundant alkaline earth metal in the earth's 
crust. 

Answer: ALUMINUM 

B. Of the alkaline earth metals, this element has the highest atomic weight. 

Answer: BARIUM 

16. 20 POINT BONUS History 
West Germany, and now Germany, have had six chancellors since the end of World 

War II. Given the years of their term, identify them for ten points each. 

A. 1963-1966 
B. 1974-1982 

17. 20 POINT BONUS Entertainment 

Answer: Ludwig ETHARD 
Answer: Helmut SCHMIDT 

Given a film, identify its director, for five points apiece. 

A 
B. 
C. 
D. 

Rocky 
Apocalypse Now 
She's Gotta Have It 
The Last Emperor 

18. 30 POINT BONUS Literature 

Answer: 
Answer: 
Answer: 
Answer: 

John G. AVILDSEN 
Francis Ford COPPOLA 
Spike LEE 
Bernardo BERTOLUCCI 

Name the woman of the Harlem Renaissance given the works. If you only need one 
work, you'll receive ten points. If you need a second work, you will only receive five 
points. 

A 10 points) 
5 points) 

Answer: 

Dust Tracks on the Road [pause and prompt for answer] 
Jonah's Gourd Vine 

Zora Neale HURSTON 
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B. 10 points) 
5 points) 

Answer: 

C. 

Passing 
Quicksand 

Nella LARSON 

Plum Bun 10 points) 
5 points) There is Confusion 

Answer: Jessie Redmon FAUSET 

1 9. 30 POINT BONUS Current Events 
The September attacks on Iraq were precipitated by infighting among two Kurdish 

leaders, one of whom allied himself with Saddam Hussein in an attempt to gain control 
over the other. Identify these two leaders from the clues provided for fifteen points 
each. 

A. This leader of the Kurdistan Democratic Party allied himself with Saddam 
Hussein to oust his rival from the town of Irbil. 

Answer: Massoud BARZANI 

B. This leader of the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan led the faction that was 
forced from Irbil. 

Answer: Jala TALABANI 

20. 25 POINT BONUS Sports 
Recently, the Texas Rangers retired Nolan Ryan's jersey making him only the 

fifth person to have his uniform retired by two teams. For five points apiece with a 
five point bonus for all four, identify the other four baseball people who have had their 
uniforms retired by two teams. 

Answer: Hank AARON, Rod CAREW, Rollie FINGERS, Casey STENGEL 

21 . 30 POINT BONUS Science 
Name the scientist, 30-20-10. 
30: In 1916, at age 26, this electrical engineer was conferred a doctorate 

simultaneously by Harvard and M.I.T .. 
20: His second Rockefeller Differential Analyzer was an analog electrical 

computer that was implemented prior to World War II to calculate ballistic trajectories. 
10: In 1941, he was appointed the first director of the Office of Scientific 

Research, and in 1942, he wrote the report which resulted in forming the Manhattan 
Project. 

Answer: Vannevar BUSH 

22. 30 POINT BONUS History 
Given a member of the Kennedy administration, identify their office, FTP each. 

A 
B. 
C. 

McGeorge Bundy 
Adlai Stevenson 
Douglass Dillon 

Answer: NATIONAL SECURITY ADVISOR 
Answer: AMBASSADOR to the U.N. 
Answer: SECRETARY of the TREASURY 
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30 POINT BONUS 
The African nation of Tanzania is bordered by eight other nations. The two 
most obvious are probably Kenya and Zaire. For five points each, identify 
the other six. 

25. 30 POINT BONUS 

Given these Civil War battles, put them in chronological order for five points 
each: Antietam, Second Bull Run, Chancellorsville, Fort Donelson, Shiloh, 
and Vicksburg. 

Answer: _Fort Donelson_, _Shiloh_, _Second Bull Run_, _Antietam_, 
_Chancellorsville_, _ Vicksburg_ 

26. 30 POINT BONUS 
I will give you a description of a consonant in the Latin alphabet, using its 
International Phoenetic Alphabet description of the way it is articulated. You 
provide the consonant FTP each: 

a) voiced bilabial stop 
answer: _b_ 

b) voiceless labiodental fricative 
answer: _C 

c) voiceless alveolar fricative 
answer: _s_ 

27.30 POINT BONUS 

Identify the religous figure from the clues provided, 30-20-10. 

A. He is notorious among philosophers for speaking of reason as "The 
Devil's Whore". 

B. In 1525 he married a former nun, Katharina von Bora. His 
translation of the Bible became a landmark of German literature. 

C. During a visit to Rome in 1510-11, he was angered by the sale of 
indulgences. In 1517 he drew up 95 theses on indulgences which he nailed on 
the church door at Wittenberg, and publicly burned the papal bull issued 
against him. 

Answer: Martin _Luther_ 

28.30 POINT BONUS 

As Kabul fell to an Islamic fundamentialist group known as Taliban this 
September, tensions flared between the Afghan coalition government and this 
neighbor of Afganistan that seems to be the strongest supporter of Taliban. 

A. For fifteen points, identify this neighbor of Afghanistan. 

Answer: Pakistan_ 
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B. Taliban accuses these three powers in the region of aiding the 
Kabul government. For five points each, identify these regional powers. 

29. 30 POINT BONUS 
Identify the composer from works, 30-20-10. 

A. King Stephen Overture 

B. Fur Elise 

C. Overture to Egmont 

Answer: Ludwig van _Beethoven_ 

1. 30 POINT BONUS 
Identify the psychoanalysts from clues, for ten points each. 

A. A member of the psychoanalytical group that formed around Freud, 
his work led to one of the early schisms in psychoanalysis. His main 
contributions include the concept of the inferiority complex and his special 
treatment of neurosis as the exploitation of shock. 

Answer: Alfred _Adler_ 

B. In the early 1920s she took issue with orthodox Freudianism, 
particularly in relation to women's psychosexuality, and in the 1930s developed 
theories about the importance of sociocultural factors in human development. 
In 1934 the German born woman moved to New York City where in 1941 she helped 
found the Association for the Advancement of Psychoanalysis. 

Answer: Karen _Horney_ 

C. He broke from the Freudian school, developing a theory in which 
neuroses resulted from the repressed, undissipated feelings or sexual energy. 
He emigrated to the U.S. in 1939, and established the pseudo-scientific 
'Orgone' Institute, but died in jail after being prosecuted for promoting a 
fradulent treatment. 

Answer: Wilhelm _Reich_ 

3. 30 POINT BONUS 
As if Ross Perot did not already have an uphill battle, he chose a bearded 
vice-presidential nominee. It's been nearly 90 years since America has had a 
bewhiskered or stubbly-faced Vice President. Answer the following questions 
about these bearded men for the stated number of points. 

A. For five points, name the bearded economist chosen by Perot. 

Answer: Pat _Choate_ 
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B. For ten points, name the vice president who was America's last 
bearded Vice President. 

Answer: Charles _Fairbanks_ 

C. For five points, what President did Fairbanks serve as VP? 

Answer: _ T _heodore RoosevelC 

D. For ten points, Fairbanks later ran again for Vice President, with 
what candidate? 

Answer: Charles Evans _Hughes_ 

4. 30 POINT BONUS 
I will list six mammals. Arrange the mammals in increasing orders of their 
gestation periods, for five points apiece. You will receive ten seconds. The 
mammals are: the sperm whale, the gerbil, the horse, the opposum, the elephant, 
and the lion. 

Answer: 1) _oppossum_ 12-20 days 
2) _gerbiL 21-28 days 

3) _Iion_ 100-119 days 
4) _horse_ 340 days 

5) _sperm whale_ 420-450 days 
6) _elephant_ 650-660 days 

Extra Part of Question 12 
B. As pope from 1073-1085, he was the great representative of the 
temporal claims of the medieval papacy. He had repeated conflicts with Holy 
Roman Emperor Henry IV. 

Answer: _Gregory VIL 
Also Accept: St. _Hildebrand_ 

Extra Part of Question 13 
B. This Scottish philospher, born in Edinburgh in 1711, is most noted 
for _A Treatise of Human Nature_ and the six-volume _History of England_. 

Answer: David _Hume_ 

Extra Part of Question 2 
C. This Connecticut native was appointed to replace Rutledge in 1796. 
He had earlier gained recognition as an architect of the Connecticut Compromise 
at the Constitutional Convention as well as the chief author of the Judiciary 
Act of 1789. Illness and diplomatic assignments curtailed his activities on 
the Court. 

Answer: Oliver _Ellsworth 

Extra Part for Question 16 
B. 1966-1969 
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Answer: Kurt Georg _Kiesinger_ 




